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Steve Rendle - VF Corporation - Group President - Outdoor & Action Sports Americas   
 
Good morning, everybody. How are you? I have noticed there's a lot of BlackBerry and iPhone activity going on. So I'm going to take 
about a day's worth of content, and I'm going to try to cram it into 30 minutes. I mean, this is a very important part of VF's overall 
business, some very exciting brands. 
 
Outdoor & Action Sports is a very rich and diverse portfolio of 11 unique brands, diverse from the activities that we participate in, from 
outdoor to action sports to performance and travel; diverse when you think about the categories of product, apparel, equipment, 
footwear and accessories; and diverse in that we're in every region of the world that VF does business. 
 
Over the past few years, we've seen significant growth, both organically but also through the acquisition of Timberland and SmartWool. 
And over that period of time, we've grown to be 54% of VF's total revenue. And as you project over the future, we'll achieve sales of $11 
billion, which, if you stop and think about, that's equal to what VF was in 2012 in total. And as we achieve that target, growing 
organically from an 11% standpoint, 3% through acquisition, we'll be 64% of VF's total revenue. 
 
You might ask, why do we think we can achieve that? I would tell you first, it's a powerful brand portfolio that we have and the people 
that run these businesses. But if you think historically, our most prior five-year organic growth rate for this portfolio was 12%. And over 
the past three years, we've grown at a compounded growth rate of 15%. So we've shown that we can do it. We have the expertise, and 
we certainly have the powerful brands. 
 
This growth will come from each of our global regions, each growing at double-digit rates. And we're often asked the question about our 
individual brand growth opportunities, and I would tell you this. We're fairly immature in each of the regions that we do business with, 
and there's a tremendous amount of headroom for us to grow in these years to come. 
 
All the brands in our Outdoor portfolio will be integral to us achieving our $11 billion target. Today, I'd like to focus on three. These are 
powerful brands with very proven teams, and they're proven leaders in their individual sectors. In 2012, these three brands made up 
45% of VF's total revenue. And by 2017, they'll make up 52% of the total sales. 
 
When you think of that versus some of the larger activity lifestyle brands or athletic brands in the space, these brands are very 
underpenetrated in a lot of the markets across the world, and we have just great headroom to grow. 
 
If you think also about the market share, and we're asked often about our share, what is our current share and what is our opportunity 
to grow share. And I understand why that question is relevant, but I think there's two sides to the story. 
 
I think, first, I'll give you some context to our share. It's a fair question. If you think about The North Face at $1.9 billion in 2012, we had 
an 8% share of the global marketplace. And yet, The North Face doesn't just operate in the Outdoor business. It's in the Action Sports 
and Performance business. And if you add that market revenue to the opportunity, that's a $74 billion market opportunity. 
 
In case of Vans, at $1.5 billion last year. We had a 5% share of a finite market. And this brand, too, plays much broader than just in the 
Action Sports space. In Timberland, well, there we're just 2% of only footwear. And we'll be talking to you today about an exciting 
apparel opportunity that we have with this brand. 
 
So the second side of the story is market share is always talking about a finite or a static pie. And if you think about the markets these 
brands play in, these are very dynamic, growing global markets where consumers are entering on a constant basis. And in fact, our 
brands and our marketing efforts are about attracting new consumers to these spaces for us to get passionately engaged with the 
activities that we're all excited about building products for. 
 
So as Eric mentioned, you're going to see the X a lot. And the X to us has a center point. And over the history of these brands, but even 
more so in the last four or five years as we've developed our consumer information team, the consumer is at the center of every 
decision that we make. And we've spent a tremendous amount of time and resources investing in global consumer segmentation 
studies for these three brands, and these three brands' information actually forms our entire portfolio. And these investments help us 
and really guide the decisions we make around product, around marketing, around our in-store merchandising, understanding really 
how our consumers want to be spoken to but also our digital strategies. And as we also think across our ability to leverage this 
knowledge geographically, we tap into the powerful regional platforms that we have in Europe and Asia to help these brands scale in 
each region of the world. 
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So let's get into some of the business. Last time I stood in front of you, we talked about a $3 billion North Face by 2015. The North Face 
remains the leader in the outdoor industry, and we are as confident as ever of this brand's potential. And over the next five years, we 
see this brand growing at a 12% compounded growth rate, achieving $3.3 billion in sales by 2017. If you think about that 12% 
compounded growth rate, we look at even double-digit growth across each of our regions. 
 
And back to that comment I had about growing the pie, if you look at that Asia Pacific business, we're very young in the Asian market, 
and we're in a very unique position, an enviable position, of being able to start an outdoor conversation with the young, young 
consumer in China about what it means to get outdoors. Just a tremendous amount of opportunity and headroom ahead for us in that 
region. 
 
We know our target consumer participates in a variety of activities, activities from running to skiing to hiking and climbing. And we know 
through our research that our consumers look to us for unrivaled performance and superior protection when they're out performing 
these activities. And the activity-based model that you've heard us talk about quite a bit over the years really is that platform that 
provides us an authentic, scalable means of reaching or really bringing our brand to our core consumers' new activities but also 
attracting new consumers to these activities. 
 
And we're the number one outdoor brand in the world, with particular strengths in apparel, in equipment, in footwear, as well as 
accessories. And we're the number one apparel brand in ski specialty. And the ski market, or the action sports market for us, is a 
unique place for us to speak to a younger consumer. 
 
And we're really excited about our recent agreement to sponsor the US Free skiing team, first coming, allowed in the Sochi Olympic, 
new activities will be coming to the international arena around skiing, and we will be representing the US Free skiing team as their 
uniform supplier. And this will be the first time that a North Face brand has been able to participate and be seen on such a large global 
stage through just the massive media that these particular activities will be getting. 
 
Our performance business. New to the brand is our fastest-growing category. Over the last three years, we've seen this business grow 
at a compounded growth rate of 24%. And the piece of the business inside of here, the training business, which is such an important 
business to consumers today, is growing at a 44% compounded growth rate, and we're getting great placement here in the US, in 
Europe and just beginning in some of our Asian markets. 
 
At the center of all of this is our innovation platform. And innovation to The North Face is about solving problems or bringing solutions to 
problems that our athletes and our consumers bring to us every day. And we've made significant investments over the last few years in 
our advanced products and materials research teams, who really are helping us dive deep into understanding what superior protection 
is and what it means to bring products that protect consumers from the elements. 
 
And we're focusing our attention specifically around motion control, moisture management last year. And maybe you saw the 
introduction of our new Flash Dry technology that's now involved in a number of products not just from sportswear but also to outer 
layers and it's moving into footwear. And temperature control. Temperature control certainly is what The North Face has made its living 
on. 
 
We have a unique understanding now through our research that for consumers to remain comfortable, and that's for you and I not to 
feel hot, not to feel cold, we need to help our consumers keep a skin temperature of 91 degrees Fahrenheit. And our research teams 
are very focused on technologies that would do that from base layers to mid-layers to outer layers. 
 
And in fall '13, for those of you that joined us at the trade shows this last season, we're launching our new Thermoball technology, 
which is part of the Science of Warmth platform. And Thermoball is a polyester synthetic fiber that's been constructed to mimic the 
structure of down, 600-fill down, fill power would be the comparable warmth, but it doesn't have the inherent negatives of losing warmth 
when getting wet. And this is just the first of many new products coming out of this platform. 
 
And I think it's probably safe to say, and it's something that we really pride ourselves in and we're investing hard, is that there's nobody 
in our space that will be able to out-innovate us when you think about the consumer insights that we have, the understanding from our 
athletes and the information we receive from our consumers, but also the investments that a brand like The North Face is able to 
leverage from VF to scale this platform and do research that many of our competitors just have no opportunity to be able to do. 
 
Another area of innovation and a great whitespace for this brand is footwear. Our research tells us that activities are trending, the 
outdoor activities are trending faster, and mobility and performance are becoming very, very important, yet consumers want to maintain 
protection. If you look at the current outdoor landscape of footwear, it's either big and bulky and very protective, or it's lighter weight, 
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more performance with very little protection. There's an opportunity for The North Face to capitalize on our brand's points of difference, 
performance, superior performance and protection. 
 
And through that, we're launching a new footwear collection in spring 2014 under the name of our Ultra Protection Series. And this is a 
series of products, a single collection, that will span from hiking to multisport to trail running and training, and it will really provide the 
perfect balance of lightweight, performance and superior protection, layering in a number of new technologies, layering in some of the 
old technologies, but being able to focus on moisture management, motion control, but also impact control when we think about lighter 
weight footwear in the outdoor spaces. 
 
The North Face has stories like no other brand in this space, rich, rich content generated by our athletes and proven out through our 
expeditions. Our focus is really about increasing brand awareness and leveraging our tagline of Never Stop Exploring. Our brand 
campaigns are about building emotional connections, connections that really draw our consumers in to understanding the essence of 
our athletes and the expeditions. 
 
We then take that emotional connection as we get closer into that point of sale where we're helping drive traffic and helping convert 
consumers at retail through our series campaigns where we're distorting our athletes, we're talking more specifically about our 
products. 
 
And our vision is to create great content and distribute it where we know our consumers are living their lives. We speak to them directly 
through TV. We have a new global TV campaign for the first time that will be launching this fall. Print campaigns, videos, online 
messaging are the ways that we can have a one-way conversation. But more important today are the two-way conversations that we're 
able to have with our consumers and engage them directly through social media. 
 
Here you see is a very important part of this brand. And over the next five years, we'll grow from 20% of our total revenues to 27% with 
doors nearly doubling. Our sales will increase 18% with e-commerce growing faster than brick-and-mortar. 
 
I started this conversation by saying just how immature our brands are in a lot of the global markets. And Europe is no different from 
The North Face standpoint. This is a large outdoor marketplace. Snow sports in Europe is twice the size as the market here in the 
United States, and this is a great opportunity for our brand to build awareness and really drive off the strengths that we have in the UK. 
And we're focusing aggressively today about building our brand in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and really seeding our brand in 
France, Italy and Russia, driving growth aggressively in each of these markets. 
 
You think about Asia, and many of you participated in our meetings last year in Asia, we have an opportunity, a very unique opportunity 
to build a new category and, most importantly, a new consumer. You've heard we have a very deep understanding of this consumer, 
we have a good understanding of this market through our local market teams, and we have a very strong understanding of our 
competitive set. And we will leverage our position as that number one outdoor brand to become the undisputed leader in this important 
outdoor market. 
 
Vans, just a phenomenal growth story for VF. A year ago, we laid out our 2016 plan. And with one year under our belt and the 
knowledge that this brand is performing extremely well, we're raising our target to $2.9 billion by 2017, growing at a compounded 
growth rate of 15%. And I know Bob and Lance have talked throughout the first half of this year, but I think it's important to reemphasize 
this. Vans is now our second largest brand in Europe, and it is VF's second largest brand on a global basis. Great, great growth and a 
tremendous amount of opportunity yet ahead. 
 
Our regional growth rates are virtually unchanged, each region growing at a strong double-digit rate. And we talked about this last year. 
I think it's important because this is a very unique methodology that this brand has used to scale itself. At the center of that gravity for 
the Action Sports and for Vans, as many of you know, is California. And over the years, Vans has been able to grow its influence up 
and down the West Coast into the Rocky Mountains. 
 
And then around 2004, shortly after the acquisition of VF, we turned our focus west, and we began to grow across the Southern tiers, to 
the Southwest and into Florida. And in 2010, we turned our focus north, and we talked a lot about our strategy that brought the brand to 
life here in the New York market, but it's that unique strategy that's enabling us to grow awareness, grow equity and to build on our 
revenue. 
 
Just important part, this brand has a very unique set of activities and events that it's able to leverage and really draw our consumers in 
with. We will enter a market. We focus with partnership store. We build out a very unique and authentic brand retail environment that 
with that partner, we're able to attract that core consumer and to really build our relevance. 
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We then focus with our own stores. In the case of New York, we ring to this market with our stores. And as we did that, the awareness 
grew and our wholesale business with our key partners grew. And it's that strategy that as we think to the future, we're now heading into 
Boston, we're doubling back down to Atlanta and we'll be turning our sights West, deploying the same strategy. 
 
And in Europe, we talked; it's the same strategy. UK is our epicenter or our center of gravity for the business there, and we're doing 
this, really deploying the same tactics -- building awareness through events, focusing with core skate retailers to really deliver that 
authenticity and then looking to scale with our own stores, building awareness and focusing on key accounts. And as that strategy plays 
out, we're now stretching our reach into Germany, into France, and in Italy. 
 
Our Vans consumer is probably the most digitally connected consumer across all of VF. And with our rich arsenal of authentic brand 
content aligned around our four consumer activation pillars that we talked about last year, action sports, art, music and street, we're 
able to deliver this content in a very unique and authentic way, building awareness, building an emotional connection that is, as we 
deliver this content either through our website, our proprietary Vans TV or that two-way conversation that we're having with our 
consumers through social media, we're able to deliver content wherever this consumer is and whatever device they're using to build 
that relationship and continue to drive our authentic messages. 
 
Innovation is important to Vans as well. And I would tell you, as we've grown in Europe, as we've grown in Asia and as we've now 
grown into the kind of the colder weather environment of the United States, innovation to us is about taking these classic styles that the 
brand is known for and bringing them into a four-season model. 
 
We're weatherizing our classics products now by bringing unique water repellent finishes like our plasma ion mask. We're bringing 
insulated materials, different types of fleeces is in our liners. And we've developed our UltraCush foot bed, which is about providing 
comfort, but it's also providing a warmth benefit into these colder markets. And we're leveraging our knowledge from the snowboard 
boot market and bringing in outsole technologies onto these classic styles, providing our consumers traction in this colder weather 
environment. 
 
Our 66 launch last year has really, really brought to head a category of products that's got innovation deep, deep in its center. And it's 
through that understanding and knowledge of our 66 consumer and the types of innovations that they're looking for, we're bringing new 
cushioning and new weight reduction techniques and new high-tech construction technologies that are revolutionizing our Pro Skate 
footwear. 
 
Our new Rowley Light, shown here on the right side of the slide now has an UltraCush foot bed. That was unheard of previously in the 
skate community. But why it's important, they're still able to have that connection with the board, that feel of the board. They now have 
comfort. They have impact protection, elevating the performance of this particular product. 
 
In apparel, we're taking our classics action sports products that these kids are very, very connected to, and again, we're weatherizing 
these. We're bringing hollow pore fibers to core styles, bringing warmth. We're bringing the ion-mask technology to the outer materials 
to bring water repellency. Just elevating the level of quality, the level of technology, and enabling the consumer to enjoy this brand, not 
just in the warm months, but bringing it into the cold and wet weather markets and cold-weather months as well. 
 
Vans is our strongest retail platform within VF, and over the next five years, we'll grow from 38% of our total sales to 40%, with doors 
nearly doubling. We'll grow at a 16% rate per year in e-commerce, just like The North Face; will be where we see the fastest rate of 
growth as we connect in a very unique way with our consumer. 
 
And as our top retailer, this brand is constantly looking at ways to reiterate itself, reinvent itself through retail. And our new global store 
design really elevates those core DNA elements, bringing the level of experience and emotion to a point that really connects nicely with 
our global consumer in each of these regions. 
 
We're making significant investments in our website. I don't know how many you have been on Vans.com. It's good. But this time, in 
spring 2014 first quarter, we'll be launching a new website that is seamlessly merging content and commerce into a high-engagement 
site where we're elevating those unique and powerful stories, stories that build that emotional connection, and greatly simplifying the e-
commerce process, which, as you know, when you can simplify the e-commerce process, that traffic converts, and we can drive sizable 
revenue in one of our most profitable platforms. 
 
So Timberland. We're 22 months into the integration of Timberland, and we are as confident as ever that Timberland will be the next 
powerful growth story for VF. Two years into our journey, we've touched on every aspect of our North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific 
business operating units. We've activated a global consumer segmentation study. We've refocused our product and marketing vision. 
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We've introduced a robust go-to-market process. We've rationalized our distribution strategy. And we've relocated both of our Asia-
Pacific and EU offices in those VF locations in Hong Kong and [Stabio]. 
 
A tremendous amount of work and energy is going into bringing this brand onto our platform. And in 2011, we set a target of achieving 
$2.3 billion by 2015. We remain committed to that goal and have set that target for 2017. 
 
We'll see solid double-digit growth both here in the Americas and in the Asia-Pacific, and mid-single-digit growth in our European 
market where, as you know, our greatest penetration is in Southern Europe. And that obviously, as you all know, is where we're seeing 
strongest economic headwinds. It is important to note we will grow, and as we grow, we will gain share, because not many brands can 
talk to you about growth in that particular market. And this being our largest market across the globe, a very important area for us to 
continue to invest, an important market where we will absolutely continue to see growth. 
 
To understand our consumer, we have spent more and invested more energy into consumer research the past two years than the 
Timberland brand has done in its 40 years. And the good news is our consumers are telling us they love this brand. They love the 
quality, they love the authenticity and they love the outdoor performance. But what's even better, they want to see more. They want to 
see more newness. They want to see more style. They want to see more head-to-toe looks and more energy. 
 
So beginning in fall 2013, and this slide and the slides to follow are an example of how you will see us bring to life the new style, the 
new element, and really elevating that rich heritage of Timberland through both our products and our marketing. These well-crafted 
products with rugged style that just happen to perform outside, just like they always have. Very unique place for this brand, and we're 
really excited about the team and how they've been able to pull this together in such a short period of time. 
 
So two examples of where we're innovating with our brand. It's the 40th anniversary of the yellow boot. Great opportunity to celebrate 
this iconic style, but also a great opportunity to bring new looks, new ideas built off of that platform. On the left of this slide, you see our 
new cupsole program. This is born from the yellow boot but styled for today's younger consumer. That's in the market today. 
 
On the right side of the page is our family tree. This family tree started with the yellow boot. Taking that same quality and authenticity, 
we're able to really leverage that into whole new platforms, whole new looks and really building this brand and helping it reach new 
consumers. Our Women's business is an opportunity for us to really distort this idea of head-to-toe look and really elevating our brand 
through the product and through the marketing. 
 
And there's no better place for us to start than with tall leather boots for what our brand is known for, really upping the style and really 
elevating the DNA, the comfort and the protection, but elevating that element of style, and in many ways, bringing new products to this 
consumer will be unexpected. 
 
There's a portion of this business that we don't talk a lot about, and it's our Timberland PRO work boot business. And our research here 
has told us and really is reinforcing that Timberland PRO is the leader in durability, protection and comfort. And the Hyperion work boot 
that you see here really brings to life those benefits. With built-in Anti-Fatigue foot technology, our new foot bed, that's come out of 
PRO, and you will now find that in our commercial lineup, the new Ever-Guard high-abrasion leather. 
 
What we learned here, we're able to bring into more functional scuff-resistant materials in our core line. And then our Vibram outsole, a 
proprietary Vibram outsole that is unique, providing traction both indoors and outdoors. 
 
Apparel is a bigger part of our head-to-toe lifestyle story where we're able to talk about footwear, apparel and accessories. And we've 
heard from our consumers that versatility is key and we're really driving back against that. And this collection that you see represented 
here really speaks to the rugged and weather-ready focus of Timberland of its past, looks good in the city, looks good in the outdoors or 
anywhere in between. 
 
We have a significant business in Europe and Asia, and that really is the primary focus of Timberland in the past from an owned 
apparel platform. And these looks really elevate and help build our business there, but this is also what we will be reintroducing into the 
United States market this fall into a select number of men's specialty retailers, department store and also our own stores. 
 
And really excited about the opportunity. But I'd like to emphasize, this is a reintroduction, where we're going to bring this product to 
market, we're going to learn, we're going to listen to our consumers, and we'll iterate this product. We've been very clear that we have 
an expectation of adding $300 million to the apparel business within the overall Timberland, and the US market will be a very important 
part of that, and we're going to be very thoughtful and very careful as we enter here. 
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And how do we connect with our consumers? We'll focus the majority of our effort in the digital space. The great content that we will 
then distribute online to where we know our consumers are living their lives. Whether they're watching videos, social media or 
researching their footwear and apparel purchases, they'll find us on every device that they own. 
 
B2C is an important part of this business as well. We'll grow from 33% of our sales to 35%. Revenue growing at 11% per year. And I 
think it's important for you to remember, this is a very profitable part of the Timberland business and a very important part of our long-
term growth strategy. 
 
And when consumers visit our stores, they'll have that same, new elevated experience, the traditional DNA married with the new 
contemporary updates. On the right is our new Chicago store where you can really get a good example of how we're bringing the brand 
to life. And along the bottom right or bottom half of this page are some of the new merchandising looks, the ways that we're 
representing the brand, elevating that contemporary, new stylish look. 
 
International markets for Timberland are critical. A majority of our business is done there today. As I mentioned, our European team will 
be going through a tremendous amount of integration this year as they move to Stabio, they come on to our operating systems, and 
really focusing on a new streamlined organization structure. 
 
We have incredibly high brand awareness, and we'll continue to invest on growing that. We will focus on optimizing our distribution, 
growing distribution, and as we do that, elevate this new lifestyle focus to our European consumer. 
 
And as you heard last year in our Asia presentation, this is a critical, critical long-term growth opportunity for us in Asia. We're 
underpenetrated in China relative to where we are in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Japan. We're leveraging the experience of our Asia team 
and helping this team connect with consumers, scale its distribution and really connect more intimately with our consumers there. 
 
So that's it. The theme of this day, as Eric mentioned to you, is reaching $17 billion by 2017. And I'd like to leave you with this. This is a 
diverse portfolio of brands lead by three powerful businesses. We have talented and committed people that are dedicated to growing 
these businesses. But as Eric has known, our group likes to be a little bit contrary. And in fact, it's our contrary attitude, I think, that's 
helped us succeed. 
 
So I would like to leave you with our message, and its 11 by 17, and that's a big part of helping VF achieve its '17 goal. We're extremely 
confident that we will continue to deliver the strong results that you've all become accustomed to. Thank you. 
 
Now, I'd like to introduce my counterpart, Scott Baxter, who's Group President of our Jeanswear, Imagewear in South America. 
 


